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About This Document
Rev. 12/08

The following document was developed from the National Foster Parent Allegations Discussion Group (Concerns 1-11); other sources (Concern 12) on possible Reforms for the current system. This information can be found on our NFPCAR.org website at http://nfpcar.org/FPReform/Concerns/Our%20Concerns.htm 

Since the beginning of the discussion group started on February 2002, we have had many parents, besides Foster Parents, join our group. It has been found when accused of Child Abuse, it doesn’t matter what type of parent you are, since the agency uses the same tactics.

Many members in many states have presented this information to legislators and others for their consideration. In many cases, there has been change in their state. It is very important that you know the Policies, Procedures, and/or Legislation in your particular state. Please feel free to present this information to anyone who may support these issues and modify, if necessary.

If you have access to Microsoft Word, you can easily modify the index found on page 2, “Concerns for Family Reform” of this document. If you have any questions, and/or want assistance to modify this document, please email me at granpachuck99@gmail.com" granpachuck99@gmail.com 

Now, more than every, we need to take an active stand for our families to protect their rights. In my opinion the answers are with families that are successfully raising their children and not with agencies telling them how to raise their families. Families are the most important resource we have in our Nation.

There have been movements from Reforming Child Protective Services to suggesting to completely abolishing the Agency. Also, due to the large percentage of False Allegations, it is evident that an answer needs to be addressed. In addition many activist, advocates and family groups have not come together do to their differences of experiences and opinions. With these basic factors in mind, we offer an affiliation vision for Our Families:
“We are joining forces with all persons affected by Parens Patriae to include parents, extended family, foster parents and father's and mother's rights groups. While this is a difficult endeavor due to various divisions, the focus will be on challenging the system with the unified goals and commonalities that each is suffering under in family courts and through CPS.”

May you find Strength in Your Higher Power
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Our Major Concerns for Reform

1. Foster parents who are in the process of adopting their foster child are too often faced with "false” allegations. 
This is brought by the social workers who want to maintain control of the child in the system in an effort to continue to bring in large amounts of Federal Funds to their coiffeurs. When this happens, foster parents have NO recourse and are at the mercy of the SW who all too often fabricates "lies" to make their case. In addition, as it stands now, the SW comes into the home without a warrant and forces the children to leave a loving, stable environment often placing them in homes that are not as stable or caring as what they have been ripped from. No matter what the reason, entering a private citizen’s home or forcing their way in with lies as they so often do is a direct violation of the fourth and fourteenth amendment of the Constitution.
SOCIAL WORKERS SHOULD BE “REQUIRED” TO HAVE A “WARRANT” WHEN THEY COME TO A FOSTER CAREGIVER’S (biological, adoptive or relative caregiver’s) HOME TO REMOVE CHILDREN NO MATTER WHAT THE REASON.
 Imminent danger can be used but it “MUST’ be accompanied by a warrant stating specifically what the Social Worker is there for, WHO will be involved and where in the house the worker is allowed to go. In order to get a warrant from a judge the social worker would need some positive proof of their reason to invade a private home and they don’t have this now because they act on “unproven” reports some sent in by anonymous phone calls some fabricated by the social workers’ themselves.
2. Social Workers waste no time in placing the foster caregiver’s name on the State Child Abuse Registry...WITHOUT ANY PROOF of wrongdoing...WITHOUT A TRIAL in a court of law...WITHOUT any “due process” at all. 
This State Central Index is the SAME registry that CONVICTED child molesters and sex offenders are placed on.
Once placed on this Abuse Registry it is virtually “impossible” to get your name removed.  The case is handled by Administrative Law which has “NO” boundaries and makes its “own” law as it goes along…case by case.
 A Foster Parents Story
In our case, my name was placed on the State Registry the very next day after our foster daughter was taken (resulting in the loss of my teaching job after over forty years in the classroom). When I fought to have her returned the State, they  proceeded to fabricate a multitude of “false allegations” to keep her from returning to our home.
Prior to being notified of the findings, with no chance to appeal the findings I was placed on the CACI. I was accused, convicted and sentenced to life, not in a court of law but by CPS, with no way of clearing my name. No criminal charges were files against me and the Sheriff's dept/DA closed the case against me. 
 Our daughter begged to be returned to our home. She told them over and over that “nothing” happened while living in our home and that we NEVER “abused” her in any way, but the social workers and psychologists told her that she was lying and was in denial and they would never return her home to us. We were in the process of adopting her one week away from the final adoption and she NEVER did find a “forever” home. Mind you, our daughter was 13 by the time this all began and she aged out of the system at the age of eighteen.
 After leaving our home our foster daughter was bounced around in six different foster homes (we had her for five years) and one month prior to her turning eighteen she was put up for adoption on the Internet. We applied but were never even considered. A family did come forward to adopt her but she declined the adoption and told the social workers that she was coming back home to us the only mom and dad and home that she had ever known. She did just that and we now have a beautiful one year old granddaughter (and a grandson on the way).
 At this age (and even with older teens) the children involved should be able to have a say in where they want to live “IF” their biological parents rights have been terminated and they have found a particular home where they have felt comfortable, loved, secure and they prefer to call their “family”.
 The way the law is now, only the social workers, psychologists, judges and other staff professionals are the ones to make these decisions. They use their influence to coerce these teens into submission and acceptance of their decisions and, in many cases; these are NOT in the “best interest of the child”. These teens have NOTHING to say in where they want to live or stay and they should have this option.
Comments Child Abuse Central Index
Unfortunately, placing a name on the State Child Abuse Central Index is all done “solely on the word” of the social worker WITHOUT a formal and proper investigation, and many times, it is based on "LIES" fabricated by the social worker. The foster caregiver finds themselves "accused, tried, condemned" and convicted WITHOUT any way to defend themselves.
 This State Central Index is the SAME registry that CONVICTED child molesters and sex offenders are placed on. They at least have had the right of having a "trial" before their name is placed there. Foster parents do NOT have this right. When this happens many foster parents find themselves financially inept to defend themselves and they not only lose their "dignity" and "good reputations", but they also LOSE THEIR JOBS or PROFESSIONS, which in many cases, causes them undue hardships such as losing their homes, filing bankruptcy, and losing their life savings. Often, the undue stress causes many stress related "health" problems and sometimes ending in death.
 THIS PRACTICE OF PLACING A NAME ON THE CHILD ABUSE REGISTRY, WITHOUT "PROOF", MUST BE ”STOPPED"…And the names of those hundreds of foster parents who have been placed there “ILLEGALLY” and WITHOUT PROOF OR A TRIAL…MUST BE REMOVED as soon as possible. Especially “IF” they have NOT had the benefit of a “trial by jury” or have never been “PROVEN” guilty beyond a shadow of a doubt. _The Central Child Abuse Registry is unconstitutional_ (placing foster parents on this without the benefit of a trial and/or conviction is in direct conflict to the basic constitutional rights of our citizens.
3. Many new social workers entering the system in this day and age are young, inexperienced and have no compassion for searching for the truth.
They have only their “book learning” knowledge (some don’t even have this as they only have a high school education) and those freshly out of college have NO “hands-on” experience. They are solely concerned with “making a “name” for themselves and moving up in the ranks to higher, more lucrative positions.
 New social workers entering the system in this field of work should be “REQUIRED” to go through a fifth year which includes a minimum of 6 months working as “paid” assistant social workers in the office AND a 6 month training period as an actual foster parent (sort of like a teacher must undergo “student teaching” or a doctor must undergo a “residency”) requiring them to have “hands on” experience as a “foster caregiver”. This will enable these new (young) workers the opportunity to be able to relate first hand experience to the problems that foster caregivers face on a daily basis.
Without this first hand knowledge a social worker is not able to look at a case with sympathy and compassion and will charge blindly “head-on” into a case quite possibly handling it with inefficiency resulting in a disastrous outcome.
4. Social Workers already in the system and working in this field should be REQUIRED to undergo mandatory psychological reviews on a regular basis.
Stress of this job often tends to cause them to become insensitive, cynical and abusive in the actions and decisions they must make. All too often they become insensitive to the children in their care and the foster caregivers who work with them to provide loving, positive care for the children placed with them.
 Please, don’t get me wrong. There are some very good social worker’s in the system that truly care and do their job as is required. Unfortunately, these good ones, either end up quitting, retiring early or moving into another field of social work.
 However, there are far too many others that are on the other side of the fence and are unstable or inexperienced enough to not be able to handle a case objectively or properly and without bias. It should also be mandated that these social workers be required to take on-going classes each year (meeting a specific number of units) in order to maintain their SW credential or license.
 These classes should be in things like keeping abreast of the “new” techniques and laws that change frequently in handling and dealing with people and children’s problematic behaviors; Child trauma; Recognizing and dealing with the variety of child personalities such as ADHD, ODD, BiPolar, etc; 
 Offering appropriate services to families who ask for help without removing the children and breaking up a family; Recognizing “true” abuse and dealing with it; Proper guidance and assistance to the foster caregivers who are their “partners” in this scenario of child protection; Classes in how to recognize the “truth” when it’s told; and compassionate handling of cases they are assigned. They also need on-going training in responsibility” and following agency rules of proper and timely visitations to the foster children in their case loads.
5. Social Workers MUST be required to disclose to the accepting foster caregiver family “any” and “all” pertinent information on the child being placed with them.
In far too many cases children with questionable backgrounds (i.e. fire starters, sexually active, etc.) are placed in foster homes where the family has no idea of the child’s dangerous background. This places the foster caregivers and their family in “imminent danger” with no recourse to protect themselves or their own children.
 All too often, this results in the Social worker charging the foster caregivers with things like “failure to protect” (their own biological children) or “neglect” and then proceed to fabricate more “false allegations” in an effort to remove the offending child and take more children into the system for hefty Federal reimbursement. It’s a known fact that EVERY time a child is removed from a home the agency involved receives a reimbursement from the Federal government. These reimbursements range in numbers from $2000 to $6000 per child/per month depending upon if the child has been classified as “normal” or “special needs”.
 Our Legislators need to make legislation that requires social workers to “reveal ALL relevant information” to the accepting foster caregivers and give them the opportunity to refuse the placement without retaliation from the agency. It is imperative that a more comprehensive information system between the social workers and the foster parents be established. The “Privacy Act” should not include the person who is taking the risk in bringing this child into their homes, exposing their own children to the outside worlds influence. Medical information vital to the care of the child should be brought to the attention of the caregivers at the beginning of the placement.
6. Make foster caregivers part of the periodic court review of foster children in their care.
Currently, social workers, the child’s attorney, the State’s attorney’s or legal advisors, the psychologists, the child’s biological family, if rights have not been terminated, are all present at this hearing. Foster caregivers, other than the biological family, most likely have the most pertinent information to contribute on the child’s progress and suggestions on what would be the best decisions for the child’s (children’s) future.
 Legislation is needed to make it law that the foster caregivers MUST be present at these review hearings and MUST be heard by the Judge before any decisions are made. In far too many cases, the foster caregivers are excluded from these hearings as are the children involved. I know in our case we begged to be notified whenever one of these hearings was to take place for our foster daughter and NOT once were we notified or allowed to attend.

7. Establish a Law Enforcement task force to assist in Child Abuse investigations.
At the present time, CPS agents/social workers are not properly trained to conduct effective, unbiased, truthful investigations. It is imperative that an honest, objective and non-biased investigation be conducted in each and every case that CPS brings into existence.
Suggested Items for Reform
1. Children should not be interviewed or made to submit to a rape test without a person there that cares whether that be an older sibling, mother, father, grandparents, babysitter, whom ever but kids should not be left on their own at this traumatic time!  I do understand why they want to question separate from the parents or suspected abuser, but that is no call for not allowing a child to have others present that can support them and that they trust. 
2. Kids should have the right not to talk, they should not be coddled, pushed or goaded into saying stuff they don't' mean.
3. Social workers should not be allowed to transport children alone.  Professional transporters or parents/foster parents should be used to and from visits and all doc/counseling appointments so that social workers are not coaching or pumping the kids for info in order to make accusations.  I find the most innocent comments from kids can just set a social worker off.
4.  If someone is found innocent of wrong doing in a criminal court it should not be allowed to be considered in family court as having happened.  We really need to hold family court to the same standard as criminal court namely "beyond a reasonable doubt".
8. Undertake more truthful and comprehensive training for foster parents.
Address the subject of allegations. Stressing the importance of and offering innovative training on proper procedures for documentation. A well trained, more professional foster parent is an asset, especially if they are made aware of what they can expect. Foster caregivers are an essential partner of this system. They are needed to provide a safe, loving, caring and stable “stop-gap” place for the children trapped within this system. It is imperative that these foster caregivers be totally familiar with all policies and procedures of the agency and be kept updated on any new changes that are made.
9. Agencies should be required to provide Foster Parents with legal services.
They should also be “required” to instruct and warn the foster caregivers of the likelihood of them being charged with serious violations called “allegations” and be told that the agency will “not” stand behind them in support until the problem is solved.  
As it stands now, whenever a problem occurs…especially “allegations” of one sort or another, everyone has legal representation assigned to them “except” the foster caregivers.  If they are to have legal representation they must “pay” for it and most of the time finding an attorney that is equipped to handle the case is very difficult. 
10. Establish a State and separate county CITIZEN'S REVIEW BOARD.
Board would include former foster parents, senior citizens, retired police personnel, retired social workers, probation officers, etc. It would be the responsibility of this Review Board to hear “all” allegations cases and review “all” the evidence presented by “both” sides and make a final decision as to the disposition of the case. This decision could conceivably “over-rule” the original ruling of the Administrative Hearing.

11. Social workers are always complaining that they are over-worked, under-paid and don’t have the time required to do their job completely and efficiently.
A suggestion to alleviate this problem might be to hire college students who are studying to become social workers to assist social workers with case loads at half the cost of hiring more social workers. They can assist with paperwork, file updates, reviewing each child’s case each month and making recommendations to their social workers. This could conceivably be used as part of their “on the job” training…NOT to preclude or take the place of their 6 month “hands-on” fostering training.
12. Suggestions for Child Welfare Agency Reform.* 
Narrow the scope of child abuse and neglect definitions. Scholars and child-welfare experts from across the political spectrum agree that narrowing the scope of child abuse and neglect would allow CPS to focus on the most drastic cases. Much that is now defined as child abuse and neglect does not merit governmental interference. 
Place the investigatory powers with the police. Police are trained in matters of investigation. It is the nature of child protection to be accusatory. Cloaking the investigation under social services and anonymity does nothing to hide that essential fact. The behavior that we are discussing is criminal in nature; therefore police should gather the evidence. Once the scope of what constitutes child abuse is appropriately narrow, local police would be the best government agency to conduct investigations. If the investigation suggests a crime was committed, the case would then proceed to court for adjudication. 
Re-criminalize child abuse and neglect Having already narrowed the scope of child abuse and neglect to serious cases, what remain are cases of assault and serious neglect. That means that the standard would be the same if someone harmed a stranger’s child or her own. Now child abusers are only guaranteed punishment if they harm someone not related to themselves. Most importantly, criminal cases require public records and due process. 
Repeal mandatory reporting laws that are in effect in all the states. Mandatory reporting laws, designed to encourage those who work with children to report incidents of maltreatment, have had two negative effects. First, they encourage unnecessary reporting because professionals must report all of their suspicions under threat of prosecution. While such prosecutions are rare, one shouldn’t have to report suspicions. Reporting should be restricted to more concrete evidence of a crime. Second, mandatory reporting discourages fellow citizens from taking positive neighborhood action with families in trouble. Citizens tend to consider that their responsibilities have been met when they call an anonymous hotline, because that is what the law tells them to do. Knocking on the door and offering help to a family, which is troubled, but not engaged in criminal behavior, may be the more appropriate alternative. 
Make child and family services voluntary. Having separated criminal behavior from deficient parenting, we could enable caseworkers to do what they were trained to do and what they do best, i.e., social work. Without the threat of child removal hanging over their heads, parents might more willingly accept services—such as help with parenting skills. Knowing that an agency only provides services, parents might be more receptive to receiving such help. Moreover, these services should be privatized, as private agencies with performance-based contracts tend to work more effectively than state bureaucracies. 
*Susan Orr, Ph.D.; "Child Protection at the Crossroads:Child Abuse, Child Protection, and Recommendations for Reform"; Policy Study No. 262; October 1999; http://www.reason.org/ps262.html#18
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